Optical connectors/With shutter

**SC/MU type adapter with shutter**

- With a design that is compatible with standard SC and MU connectors, these connectors can be used while retaining the same mounting layout of existing adapters.
  
  Can be mated with existing plugs and fixed optical attenuators.

- Existing single-contact adapters can be fitted to the external type adapter afterwards. Shutters can be installed on adapters that have already been mounted by simply sliding the adapter over.

- The shutters of internal type adapters automatically open/close following insertion/removal of existing plugs without any contact with the ferrule, which means they can be used with insertion/removal tools or other equipment. External type adapters automatically close when lifting the flap on the front surface of the adapter and inserting an existing plug, and simply pulling the plug our when removing it.

**SPECIFICATION**

**Optical Characteristics**

Insertion loss: 0.3 dB or less (actual value: 0.2 dB or less)
Shielded light level: 15 dB or more on the optical axis (actual value: 25 dB or more)